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AH INVESTIGATION
OF
MODERN AUTOMATIC BRAKES.
Introduction.
The object of this thesis is to make a theoretical in­
vestigation of several different types of automatic crane brakes and 
then to apply the various formulae deduced to actual brakes. Further­
more an attempt was made to establish certain design constants that 
might be found useful in case the design of a crane is undertaken.
The information now available along these lines is rather meager, and 
no doubt the crane builders have some information concerning their 
own design, but are not willing to publish it. This investigation was 
made possible by the cooperation of several prominent crane builders 
who very willingly furnished the Department of Mechanical Engineering 
with working drawings of one or more sizes of their brakes. The 
following table gives the names of the manufacturers and the number 
of sizes of brakes submitted for this investigation:
The Case Crane Co. ------------------------ 1
The Cleveland Crane and Engineering Co.----1
Niles-Bement-Pond and Co. ------------------2
Pawling and Harnischfeger Co. --------------2
The Shaw Electric Crane C o . ----------------2
The Toledo Bridge and Crane C o . ----------- 1
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co. --------------3
z
In addition to the above, the brake on the 10 ton Whiting 
crane in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory was measured up and 
used, thus making four different sizes of Whiting brakes.
3Chapter I 
Classification
Automatic brakes may he classified according to the type 
of friction surface used, as follows:
(1) Conical surface or disc.
(a) Pawling and Harnischfeger, as shown by Fig.l.
(3) Plat surface or disc.
j
(a) Pawling and Harnischfeger, as shown by Pig.3.
(b) Whiting No.l, No.3 and No.5.
(c) Toledo, as shown in Fig.4.
(d) Niles, as shown in Pig. 7.
(e) Cleveland, as shown in Pig.8.
(3) Multiple disc.
■
(a) Whiting No.6, as shown in Pig.3.
(b) Shaw, as shown in Pig.6.
(e) Case, as shown in Pig.5.
Another classification may be made according to the type 
of helical surface used,as follows:
(1) Threaded shaft,as illustrated by Figs.1,2,4 and 5.
(2) Threaded hub as,illustrated by Pig.3.
(3) Helical jaw, as illustrated by Pigs.6,7 and 8.
A third classification may be made according to the shaft 
used,as follows:
(1) Continuous shaft.
(2) Two piece shaft.
4Description.
The Pawling and Harnischfeger "brake shown in Fig.l was the 
only example of the cone type that was available for analysis. It 
differs from the others in having conical friction surfaces, thus in­
troducing the function of the angle of the cone into the equations. 
Fig.2 illustrates a brake made by the same company as that shown in 
Fig.l, but in this later design the conical surfaces formerly used 
were replaced by flat discs, the other features of the brake remain- 
I ing substantially the same.
The Whiting brakes use a threaded hub,keyed to the motor 
gear, instead of a threaded shaft. The Whiting No.l and Ho.3 brakes 
have only two discs, while the Ho.5 has six discs, all of these discs 
moving freely. The Whiting No.6, illustrated in Fig.3, has ten discs 
two of the steel discs being keyed to the ratchet wheel and one to 
the hub (b) and the other to the sleeve (e), as shown in the figure. 
The other six discs are made of lumen bronze and rotate freely.
The Toledo brake, as shown in Fig.4, is similar to the 
Pawling and Harnischfeger brake, shown in Fig.3, except that wooden 
blocks serve as friction surfaces, thus increasing the coefficient 
of friction.
The Niles brake, illustrated in Fig.7, uses cast iron discs 
and a helical jaw surface, while the other mechanical details are 
similar to those of the Toledo and the Pawling and Harnischfeger.
The Case, Shaw and Cleveland brakes all use cast iron discs 
but in these brakes the ratchet wheel is replaced by a band brake,
| the method of operation of which may be plainly seen from Fig.8.
The method of arrangement of the discs in the Case brake is 
different from that of the other brakes analyzed; in this brake three
of the seven discs are keyed to the huh and this huh is keyed to the 
load shaft,the other four discs are keyed to the drum of the hand 
brake.
In the Shaw brake the helical jaw type of surface is used,
I as shown in Jig.6, hut in this case the jaws are placed between the 
friction discs so that the pressure is absorbed in both directions 
by friction discs instead of by a thrust collar as in the other 
brakes.
The Cleveland brake, shown in Fig.8, also uses the helical 
jaw type of surface.
Operation.
The method of operation of the automatic crane brakes con­
sidered in this analysis is the same,hence the following description 
applies to all. For convenience similar parts, of the various brakes 
shown in Figs.l to 8, were given the same identification letter.
In raising the load the motor rotates the gear a as shown 
by arrow (1), but the shaft under the action of the load, tends to 
rotate in the opposite direction, as indicated by arrow (3), thus 
causing relative motion of the helical surfaces. This relative 
motion causes (a) to move toward (d) clamping the two, or the discs 
between them together thus locking the mechanism and thereby raising 
the load.
In lowering the load the motor drives the gear a as in­
dicated by arrow (3), but the pawl or brake band prevents the back­
ward motion of (d) thus causing relative motion of the helical sur­
faces in such a way as to release the discs or friction surfaces in 
contact and allow the shaft (c) to turn freely under the action of 
the load. As (c) overhauls (a) any tendency to increase the speed of
5
(c) over that of (a),due to the motor, causes relative motion between 
the helical surfaces and thus applies the brake. In lowering the load 
this cycle is repeated an infinite number of times per unit of time, 
thus producing a uniform lowering motion.
?Chapter II
Analysis of Actual Brakes.
Notation.
The following notation will he used in determining the 
relations existing between the external forces and the internal re­
sistances.
Let R = radius of the drum.
L * load on the hook.
W ■ load on the ropes leading to the drum, 
v - gear ratio between drum and brake.
M = moment for hoisting the load.
(M)“ moment for releasing the brake.
Q - axial thrust for hoisting.
Q*“ axial thrust to hold the load after hoisting.
(Q)= axial thrust for lowering.
(Q^)“minimum value of axial thrust for lowering.
Dl“ diameter of friction surface g.
Dg= diameter of friction surface f.
D • mean diameter of the friction discs, 
a • acceleration of the load W during hoisting.
(a) = acceleration of the load W during lowering.
angle of the helical surface.
©1* angle of surface f,
©2* angle of surface g. 
yu * coefficient of friction on discs.
$*“ angle of friction for helical surface.
d - mean diameter of the helical surface.
= efficiency of the mechanism "between brake and load.
I = moment of inertia of all rotating masses between the 
brake and load, referred to the brake axis, 
n ** the number of acting friction surfaces.
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I - Pawling and Harnischfeger Brake.
Cone Type.
| I-Eorce Analysis for Hoisting
(a) Axial Screw Thrust-- In hoisting the load the moment
on the gear a must exceed the external moment due to inertia and the 
loads. The surface g. being less than the surface f , slipping will 
occur there first; hence the sum of the moments of friction on the 
surface g. and the helical surface must exceed the moment due to in- 
ertia and the loads.
The external moment due to the inertia and the loads is
Equating the moment of the internal resistance to the ex­
ternal moment due to the loads, we get
Solving this for Q, we get
SR jw+WavT+ Slav
> av 1=__gj.. . R
d tan (<*+$ * )+gfjl
(2 )
(3)
(b)Condition of Self-locking---To hold the load after hoist
ing, assuming the power to be shut off requires that the sum of the 
moments of friction on the two surfaces f and g_ equals or exceeds 
the external moment due to the loads.
9 WPMoment of the load,at the brake *
Resisting moment of the brake « + >41^ 2 ~12 Lsm ©x sin ©gj
Equating these two, we get
§ ,/sfn1©x+ sfn2'©cp ^  ----------------------- (4)
To find Q ’, make the acceleration a * 0 in (3), then
. 2WR ____ , v
Q “ nvjd tan(oc'+^~)+ Mil 1~ ~ “ (5)sin ©A
Substituting this value of Q ’in (4)
1S [d tan(”‘+*')+s^ 1e]-----------(6)
Prom which we get
d tan(«’+$*) - g~ 2  + ^J^x 0L - i1 ____________(?)Arsin ©2 sin ©-Jr*.8 XJ <7)
If ©x“ ©2 then
d tan (* +(|*) j)2+Dx (I-*8 )]---------------(8)
II—  Force Analysis for Lowering.
(a) Axial Screw Thrust---If during the lowering of the load
the power is shut off, the moment of the descending load plus that due 
to the inertia of the rotating parts tends to lock the brake. The 
sum of these moments, in locking the brake, must overcome the frietiojji 
-al resistance of the screw and that of the conical surface £. The 
magnitude of the moment due to these frictional resistances is
<|>[d tan(*+$'
Equating the moment of the internal resistances to the 
external moment due to the loads.
tan(°e+$')+8n l eJ | a [''+15|]+ ^ --------------?<9>
(/0.> ^ j w + l l s i h  siiaOi
(Or) - v L SJ__ IL__ __4xo)
d tan (°f +$ ’ )+g§n^©^
(Q) "becomes a minimum when the load comes to rest slowly, hence the 
acceleration "becomes practically zero, then
(Q1}* v£d t a n ^ + H O + g ^ e J  (11}
(Q) "becomes a maximum when the motor is stopped suddenly and its 
value is biven by (10).
(b) Condition of Self-locking --Assuming the brake to be
self-locking for all loads, the most unfavorable condition arises 
when (Q) has the minimum value given by (11). Equating the moment of 
the internal resistances to the external moment of the loads, we get
(fii> + M z  ^  i R a --------------------- (i2)2 [sin 0^ sin T
Substituting the value of from (11), we get
[d ----(13)
Erom which
d tan (*+<$’ )* eJn^Qr?-------------------------- (14)
The relation expressed by (14) must be fulfilled if the brake is to 
be self-locking during the lowering period.
(c) Moment Required to Release the Brake----To release the
brake the moment on gear a must exceed the sum of the moments of 
friction on the surface f and the helical surface. Then
(M) >  tan$*-$')+ ------------- ~— U 5 )
The moment (M) becomes a maximum when Q ’ is a maximum, 
which occurs directly after hoisting the load. Substituting this 
maximum value of Q' as given by equation (5), we get
G J J z _____WR
2 qvjd tain( < + ^ + ^ 1^1
10
(16)
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(d)Condition of Releasing---In order that the crake may
lower the load by the action of gravity at practically a constant 
speed not exceeding that due to the motor, the resisting moment of 
the conical surfaces f and g_ minus the moment due to the load W must 
equal or exceed the value of (M) given by (15), or
& T d  tan(oC~f»)+ -^2 'ISlT^Sl + 1_ -(17)2 L sin 9X2 bin 9^  sin qA v
Combining (5) and (17), we get ^
d tan(*-|,')H-ag g eg5 e-fSls+ tan
d tan(oC-$» (l-q,8)-n2d tan(oc+|*)------- -(19)
The relation expressed by (19) must be fulfilled if the 
load is to lowered as stated above. If this relation is not fulfill-; 
ed the load is not lowered by releasing, hence the motor may tend to 
accelerate the load.
II— Pawling and Harnisehfeger Brake.
Disc Type
In the Pawling and Harnisehfeger improved type of load 
brake, shown in Pig.2, the friction discs have been substituted for 
the conical surfaces shown in Fig.l. The equations derived for the 
cone type brake will hold for this brake, except that Dq and 
since 0= 90 degrees the sin of 0= !• Substituting these values we get
. 2R 
Q“ 31
2Iav
IT"
Q’
d tan (oc+0 • )+/iD
2WR _ _ _  
nv Jd tan (c£+$ ’ )
d tan (<x +$ ’ )^g jjD(2-iqp )J. 
2Rn.jTWiW(a)j+ 2_Ija)y 
d tan <*+$*)+ ,/iD
-------- ( 3 a )
(Q)’
(5a)
(8a)
(10a)
(Ql)'
12
3ffRfl.
v Jcl tan («+$') +/1DJ
d tan (oc+$» )■ 
(M)> WR [c1 tan(oc-fl<iv[cL tan(oc+|S’ )+>uD
(14a)
(16a)
(11a)
d tan {on— )*/dHl-n^-A^d tan (<*+$’) -(ISa)
The force analysis for the Whiting No.l, No.2 and No.5, 
the Cleveland, the Toledo and the Niles No.l and No.2 is the same as 
that of the Pawling and Harnischfeger disc type, since the mechanical:, 
features are the same and the same number'of discs acting in each 
case.
Ill— Whiting Brake.
Multiple Disc Type.
I— Force Analysis for Hoisting.
(a) Axial Screw Thrust.— In hoisting the lead the moment 
on the gear a must exceed the external moment due to the inertia and 
the loads. In the multiple disc brake, the frictional moment of the 
brake is distributed equally between the discs so that the moment of 
the internal resistance becomes.
j^ jd. tan(<*+$» )+3/idJ
Equating this moment of the internal resistances to the 
external moment, we get
\
|Jd tan(oc+$t)+^^=jw+^jL lavR
Solving for Q, we have
„> m uQ= n.v L __
2Iav
d tan (oc+<|»)+^uD 
(b) Condition of Self-looking---To hold the load after
(20)
hoisting, assuming the power to be shut off requires that the sum of
the moments of friction on the discs on the load side of the ratchet 
wheel must equal or exceed the external moment due to the loads.
Q'^ uD -  ilSr ---------------------------------------------------(21)
Making the acceleration a equal 0 in (SO), we have
_ , > _______SWR_______ _ _  ________—_____ —___—__ (22)* riv £d t an (<*+$ *) +5juDj
Substituting this value of Q ’ in (SI)
6 juDffR _______  > WRa
n.v£d tan («+($1 )+3;uDj v
d tan(oc+|') = 3/iD(^ - 1 ) --------------------- (S3)
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II—  Force Analysis for Lowering.
(a) Axial Screw Thrust-- If the power is shut off during
the lowering of the load, the moment of the descending load plus that 
due to the rotating parts tends to lock the brake; but in order to 
lock the brake the sum of these moments must overcome the frictional 
resistance of the screw and of those friction discs on the load side 
of the ratchet wheei. Equating the external moment to the moment of 
the internal resistances,we have
-^ vp-jd tan(<*+$» )+3/iD]^” I_(a)v
Solving for (Q), we get
,o,6
d" tan (*+$» )+3/iD (24)
(Q) becomes a minimum when the load comes to rest slowly, hence the 
acceleration a becomes practically zero, then
(Ql)1 SWRitv jd tan (*+$’) +3
(Q) becomes a maximum when the motor is stopped suddenly and its 
value is given by (24).
(25)
(b) Condition of Self-locking---Assuming the brake to be
self-locking for all loads, the most unfavorable condition arises 
when (Q) is a minimum value as given by (85). Equating the moment 
of the internal resistances to the moment due to the loads, we get
(Ql)3*tD~ “
Substituting the value o f - ^ 11'or of (Q^) from (85), we get 
d tan(<*+$*) - --------- — -------------- (86)
(c) Moment Required to Release the Brake ---To release the
brake the moment on the gear a must exceed the sum of the moments of 
friction on the helical surface and on the three discs on the motor 
side of the ratchet wheel. Then
(M)>iFfd tan(«-$')+3*0]------------- ------- (87)
The moment (M) becomes a maximum when Q ’ is a maximum, 
which occurs directly after hoisting the load and its value as given 
by (88) is
______WR__________2 rjv’j’d tan (oc+i$») + 3jaDj
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Substituting this value in (87), we get
(M) > WR
W
[d tan (ec— S' )+3jud1I ___________________
[d tanfc+fH + 3 » d J1
(8 8)
(d) Condition of Releasing---In order that the brake may
lower the load by the action of gravity at practically a constant 
speed not exceeding that due to the motor, the resisting moment of
the three surfaces on the load side minus the moment due to the load 
W must equal or exceed the value of (M) given by (87), or
|'jd tan (<*-|< ) +3/0Q'3/tH - ---------
Combining (28) and (89), we get
d tan(<«-$’)+ 3/iD^ 5jaD-ric jd. tan(<x+$1) +3hDj
(29)
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Whence
d tan (<*■-! * )= 3jUD 1^1 tan (or +|* )j--------(30)
The relation expressed "by (30) must he fulfilled if the 
load is to he lowered hy the action of gravity. If this relation is 
not fulfilled the load is not lowered hy releasing and hence the 
motor may tend to accelerate the load.
IV— Case Brake.
Multiple Disc Type.
I— Force Analysis for Lowering.
(a) Axial Screw Thrust---In hoisting the load the moment
on the gear a must exceed the external moment due to the inertia and 
the loads. In the Case multiple disc brake the moment of the internal 
resistances is
Jd tan (<*+$') + ?;udJ
Equating the external moment to the moment of the internal 
resistances, we get
|jd tan(<*+$»)+ 7nl)]= |y jl+-|j+ ^
Solving for Q
2RrF,Wa~L §IaVazl' "gJd tan£c+$,)+ 7/xD (31)
(h) Condition of Self-locking--- To hold the load after
hoisting, assuming the power to he shut off, requires that the sum 
of the moments on all eight of the friction surfaces must equal or 
exceed the external moment of the loads referred hack to the brake 
axis.
i’enD - WRq ----------------------------(38)
2 ^  v
Making the acceleration a » 0 in (51) and substituting the
value of Q» or of IB in (38), we havev
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8jiD - n2v[dtan(3c+$’ )+7>udJ 
Hence d tan (oc+$t) ^ ^ [ 8 - 7 --- (33)
II— Force Analysis for lowering .
(a) Axial Screw Thrust---If the power is shut off during the
I oadlowering of the^ the moment of the descending load plus that due to 
the inertia of the rotating parts tends to lock the brake; but in 
order to lock the brake the sum of these moments must overcome the 
frictional resistance of the helical surface and of the friction discs 
Equating the moment of the internal resistance to the moment due to 
inertia and the loads, we get
(B;£d tan(oc+$» )+?)ui)|«
Solving for(Q), we get
fw+Iia)]. §Iiaivv L g J + R _____________ _ _(Q)5 (34)<T tan (c*+($» )+^uD~
(Q) becomes a minimum when the load comes to rest slowly, hence the 
acceleration a) becomes practically zero, then
----------------- (35)
(Q) becomes a maximum when the load is stopped suddenly and its 
value is given by (34)
/n . 2WRrt__________
'^1 '" v[d tan (<*+$* )+7/XDJ
(b) Condition of Self-locking---Assuming the brake to be
self-locking for all loads,the most unfavorable condition arises 
when (Q) is a minimum, as given by (35). Equating the moment of the 
internal resistance to the external moment due to the loads, we get
8 ^  v
Substituting the value of IB. from (35)
(36)
(§ * W  ' V f 4 tan (oc+|t )+^p| 
d tan (<*+$ *) • jaD -----------
(c) Moment Required to Release the Brake---To release the
brake the moment on the gear a must exceed the sum of the moments
of friction on the helical surface and on one of the friction discs,
then
(M)>§-'[d tan(*-$» j+ja'oj---------------------- (37)
The moment (M) becomes a maximum when Q ’ is a maximum, which occurs
directly after hoisting the load. Substituting this maximum value
of Q’ as given by (32), we have
(M ' > WR_ fd tan(«-f« ) ------------------- (38)
riv |_d tan (oc+J)» )+7juDJ
(d) Condition of Releasing---In order that the brake may
lower the load by the action of gravity at practically a constant 
speed, not exceeding that due to the motor, the resisting moment of 
eight surfaces minus the moment due to the loads must exceed the 
value of (M) given by (37), or
§* [d tan («-|')-Mil)]* f ' 8/iD - ----------- (39)
Substituting the value of Q ’ or of ~  from(32), we get
d tan(oC-$’) * 7>iD(l-fi^)-il^d tan(oc+|')------ (40)
The relation expressed by (40) must be fulfilled if the 
load is to be lowered by the action of gravity. If this relation is 
not fulfilled the load is not lowered by releasing and hence the 
motor may tend to accelerate the load.
17
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V— Shaw Brake.
Multiple Disc Type.
I— Force Analysis for Hoisting.
(a) Axial Thrust---In hoisting the load,the moment ontbe gea:^
a must exceed the external moment due to the inertia and the loads.
In the Shaw "brake the moment of the internal resistances is equal to
§■ fd tan(<*+$’)+
Equating the external moment to this moment of the internal 
resistances, we get
------------- _( 4 i )2 |d tan (<*+$» )+§xtI)] = lavR
Solving this for Q, we get
> §R Q “ nv
d tan («+<$ •
Slav
T+^uD
(h) Condition of Self-locking---To hold the load after hois
ing assuming the power to he shut off requires that the sum of the 
moments of friction on all ten surfaces must equal or exceed the ex­
ternal moment due to the loads.
I ’ iQb e  s
Making the acceleration a)equal to 0 in (41) and substitut­
ing the value of 559:, w© get
nfjji tan(oc+$» )+5jud] * lQnD
WRa
v~
Whence d tan(«+$') *§££(2-q^)At
--- (43)
II— Force Analysis for Lowering.
(a) Axial Thrust----If the power is shut off during the
lowering of the load, the moment of the descending loads plus that 
due to the inertia of the rotating parts tends to lock the brake,
19 ---------- ---------------
but in order to lock the brake these moments must overcome the
frictional resistance of the helical surface and of the five friction
surfaces, Equating the moment of the internal resistances to the
external moment due to the loads, we get
^  [d tan («*+$* )+5>ub| * ^
2R a | w + ^ ^ J +  —(Q)" V L gd tan(«+i$ ’ )+§>uD (44)
(Q) becomes a minimum when the load comes to rest slowly and the 
acceleration(a)becomes practically zero, then
trs \ BWRa^l) “ v [d tan(qc+I’ ) +§*iDj (45)
(Q) becomes a maximum when the motor is stopped suddenly and the 
value is given by (44)
(b) Condition of Self-locking---Assuming the brake to be
self-locking for all loads, the most unfavorable condition arises 
when (Q) is a minimum as given by (45). Equating the moment of the 
internal resistances to the external moment due to the loads, we get
IQjxD » ~
WRSubstituting the value of -y* from (45), we get 
d tan(oc+$«) ^ 5/iD
(c) Moment Required to Release the Brake---To release the
brake the moment on the gear a must exceed the sum of the moments of 
friction on the helical surface and five of the friction surfaces.
(M) j^ d tan(oc-f»)+ )] ------------------(47)
Making the acceleration a * 0 in (48) and substituting the 
value of Q* in (47), we get
(M) >IE rdtan,(oc-a;^ H,v Jjl tan(«+f ’ )+4nl)J (48)
s o
lower the load by the action of gravity at practically constant 
speed, not exceeding that due to the motor, the resisting moment of 
the ten surfaces minus the moment due to the loads must equal or ex­
ceed the value of (M) given by (4?), or
3* jd tan(<*-$' J+QaidJ Q'fyul) - --(49)
Making the acceleration a = 0 in (4S) and substituting the 
value of Q* or of IB. in (49), we get
d tan (<*-<$* )+§/iD *lQuD-*l' jji tan (<*+$')+ 5/idJ 
d tan (<*-§’) - 5/iD[l-nSJ- d tan(oc+|») — ----(50)
The relation expressed by (50) must be fulfilled if the 
load is to be lowered by the action of gravity. If this relation is 
not fulfilled the load is not lowered by releasing and hence the 
motor may tend to accelerate the load.
(d) Condition of Releasing--- In order that the brake may
Chapter III.
Results and Conclusions.
A8 stated in the introduction one of the objects of this 
thesis was to make an attempt to establish a series of design con­
stants that might be useful in designing brakes similar to those in­
vestigated but of different capacity. The different constants de­
termined varied within rather wide limits and no general statement 
could be formulated regarding them. It is possible that if this in­
vestigation were extended to additional brakes made by these same 
companies that more uniform results could be obtained. Furthermore it 
is probable that some of these manufacturers use these same sizes of 
brakes for heavier duty than specified in this investigation, but not 
being able to get this additional information further analysis was not 
attempted.
For this analysis of the actual brakes it was necessary to 
make certain assumptions regarding the coefficient of friction of the 
discs and the angle of friction of the helical surfaces. For bronze, 
lumen and phosphor-bronze an average value of * 0.1 was assumed; for 
black fiber /i was taken as 0.2 and for wood ji was taken equal to 0.3. 
An average value of 5°was assumed for all helical surfaces. All 
the assumptions regarding ja and seem reasonable and represent some­
where near the correct values.
The apparent efficiency as used in this discussion is the 
ratio of the theoretical horse power to the rated horse power of the 
motor used; the theoretical horse power being the horse power that 
would be required to hoist at a speed corresponding to the rated speec 
of the motor and at 100 percent efficiency. This apparent efficiency
21
varies from 0.6 to 0.?, except in the case of the Whiting No.l where 
the efficiency is 0.389. The average of the eleven cranes, excepting 
the Whiting No.l, is 0.666. The block efficiency varies from 0.91 to 
0.97 and is obtained as shown in the table on page 24. The over-all 
efficiency is the product of the efficiency from motor to drum and ths 
block efficiency, and it varies from 0.68 to 0.78.
In making the calculations exhibited in the table on pages 
25 and 26, the inertia factor due to its low numerical value when 
compared to the load to be transmitted or absorbed was left out of 
consideration altogether, the error thus introduced being negligible.
In all but one brake the condition of self-locking was ful­
filled, the Case braise apparently not being self-locking. It is 
possible that the coefficient of f r i c t i o n i s  somewhat higher than 
our assumed value of 0.1, say 0.12 or 0.15. With either of these 
values the Case brake readily fulfills the self-locking condition. 
Hever-the-less it appears to the writer that an automatic crane brake 
using bronze discs should be so designed that the coefficient of 
friction ju should not exceed 0.1.
The pressure in pounds per square inch of contact surface 
for the bronze and the phosphor-bronze discs varies from 82.4 to 1053, 
excepting the Case brake which has the unusually low value of 16.34. 
The average value being 98.9 pounds per square inch of contact surface
The pressure in pounds per square inch of contact surface 
for the lumen discs varies from 38.5 to 271, excepting the Cleveland 
brake which has the unusualy high value of 271, the variation is from
3^.5 to 184 with an average of 95.3.
Only one brake having wood friction discs was available for 
analysis and the pressure per square inch of contact surface for this 
brake was found to be 66.4.
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The pressure per square inch of contact in lowering was
found to he uniformily a little lower than that for hoisting.
The pressure per square inch of projected area of helical j
surface varies from 156 to 3010, hut excepting the Shaw and the
Cleveland brakes which have unusual values, the variation is from 2E1
to 695 with an average of 340.
The quantity (QJLZ which was expected to he fairly constant A
was found to vary 106 to 928, excepting the Cleveland which has the 
unusual value of 1463.
The foot pounds absorbed per second in lowering, per squan 
inch of contact surface of discs varies from 8.16 to 1081 with an av­
erage of 243, omitting the extreme values of the Case and Cleveland 
brakes the variation is ^rom 14.1 to 785 with an average of 182.6.
Ratio of W to L for different sizes of rope.
Size of rope in inches i 9/16 § &4r 5&1
Value of k 1.076 1.070 1.065 1.054 1.045
Value of k^ 1.158 1.144• 1.135 1.112 1.0933Value of k 1.245 1.225 1.209 1.173 1.142
Value of k4 1.340 1.310 1.289 1.239 1.193
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